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Abstract
We present a method for frame coherent texturing and
hatching of 3D models with a discrete set of colors. Our
technique is inspired by various artistic styles that use a
limited set of colors to convey surface shape and texture.
In previous research discrete color shading was produced
by modifying smooth shading with a threshold function.
We extend this approach and specify threshold values
with an image or a procedural texture. Texture values
and mapping coordinates are adapted to surface orientation and scale. Aliasing artifacts are eliminated by the
modified filtering technique. The threshold texturing approach enables an animator to control local shading and
to display surface roughness and curvature with a limited
set of colors.
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Introduction

Artistic rendering is the process of presenting visual information through the “ selection of significant and suppression of non-essential”[26]. An artist emphasizes important features and minimizes extraneous details in the
pursuit of visually effective representation. In cartoon
style rendering, visual details are reduced in order to
draw the audience into the story and to add humor and
emotional appeal[15]. Cartoonists draw silhouette lines
and provide visual cues of surface shading using minimal
variations of colors. Hatching and texturing is an effective method of suggesting surface properties and materials. Unfortunately, drawing frame coherent animated
hatching lines by hand is an extremely laborious process
and thus hatching is often limited to rendering of static
objects and backgrounds.
Frame coherent non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) is
one of the most challenging problems of computer graphics research[2]. Current approaches enable digital animation in pen-and-ink, oil and water color painting styles
using particle-based systems[17, 12, 5], graftals[14, 16],
tonal art maps[22], and generalized mip-maps[8]. A tex-

ture mapping approach was used in the past to assist in
cel animation[6] but was not applied to rendering with a
limited set of colors.
Recent NPR research had successfully approximated
the style of cartoon rendering. A silhouette detection
problem was investigated by Buchanan and Sousa[3],
Northrup and Markosian[18] and Gooch et. al. [11].
A system for real time cartoon shading was developed
by Lake et. al. [15]. Commercial and public domain
“toon” shaders are offered for most common animation
systems[24]. Unfortunately, the issue of texturing and
hatching with a limited set colors has not been sufficiently
investigated.
The goal of our research is the development of a frame
coherent rendering algorithm for the display of textures
using a discrete set of colors. Our approach is based
on threshold textures and is closely related to stylistic
halftoning area of NPR. We review stylistic halftoning
results in the following section.
1.1 Stylistic halftoning
Halftoning is the process of image approximation with
a limited set colors. A texture is often introduced as a
result of this approximation. Research in conventional
halftoning attempts to hide this texture[28].
Non-photorealistic halftoning uses this texture to create a stylized rendering of an image and to convey additional information. Ostromoukhov and Hersch[19] modified ordered dithering and enabled artists to design single screen elements. This technique was later extended
to multi-color halftoning[20]. Buchanan[4] introduced a
variety of halftoning textures by altering various parameters in a clustered error diffusion method. Veryovka and
Buchanan[29] generated dither matrices by processing a
texture image with the clipped adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) algorithm. This technique enables designers to emboss a halftoned image with a desired texture or to imitate traditional illustration styles.
A number of algorithms adapt halftoning texture to the
rendered image thus enhancing its display. Streit and
Buchanan[27] developed an importance driven halftoning

system and controlled the placement of graphics elements
by an importance function. Ostromoukhov[21] presented
an interactive digital facial engraving system based on
halftoning. Durand et. al.[7] extended this halftoning
approach to other styles of traditional drawing. Veryovka and Buchanan[30] investigated an algorithm for automatic control of halftoning texture using image buffers
that store 2D and 3D information.
All the previous stylized halftoning techniques worked
in image space and are not applicable to frame coherent
animation. We extend stylized dither matrix approach to
digital animation. Our method is based on a mapping of
threshold textures onto 3D models. We introduce procedural and image based textures that enhance rendering, highlight important model features, suggest surface
textures, and approximate traditional rendering styles.
Our technique allows an animator to control the number of colors and their appearance depending on lighting and viewing conditions. Threshold textures evolve
with changes in surface scale and orientation. We address
aliasing problems by modifying previous texture filtering
methods. In conclusion, we discuss advantages and limitation of the texture thresholding approach.

where t is a threshold. A single threshold of t = 0.5 was
suggested. Diffuse shading with a single threshold will
produce only 2 colors. Multi-color shading with n + 1
discrete colors can be achieved by modifying a step function as follows:

2 Discrete color shading with a step function
A cartoon rendering style is associated with shading of
surfaces with a limited set of colors. In computer graphics this shading effect can be approximated by augmenting a conventional illumination Equation 1 with a step
function. Consider the following illumination equation:
X
I = ma la +
md fd (N, Li )li +

Figure 1: Thresholding components of the smooth shading model (left) introduces discrete tone shading (center).
Threshold values vary across the surface controlling local
shading and enhancing surface display (right).
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where V is the eye vector, N is a surface normal, Li is
the direction to the i-th light of color li , ma , md , ms are
ambient, diffuse and specular colors of the material; la is
an ambient light of the scene. Functions fd (N, Li ) and
fs (N, Li , V ) are continuous diffuse and specular components that produce continuous shading values. We modify
the result of fd and fs by a step function T (Equation 2),
thus limiting shading values to a set of discrete colors.
X
I = ma la +
md T (fd (N, Li ))li +
i

X

ms T (fs (N, Li , V ))li ,

(2)

i

In the previous research[15, 24] a threshold function
T (x, t) was used as a step function:

0 if x < t
T (x, t) =
(3)
1 otherwise

Tn (x, t) =

1
(bxnc + T (F rac(xn), t)),
n

(4)

where F rac(x) denotes a fractional-part function
F rac(x) = x − bxc. A modification of the diffuse shading component with a step function Tn , where n = 2
results in a discrete three color shading (Figure1).

The style of discrete color shading produced thus far
approximates cartoon style rendering found in handdrawn cel animation. We extend the thresholding technique and introduce a threshold texture to vary threshold
values in the step function T (Equation 4).
3 Threshold textures
A variation of threshold values in the shading equation
(Equation 2) modifies the resulting color locally. We use
this property to control local shading highlighting model
geometry and creating surface texturing.
Discrete color shading may hide important details of
the geometry and exaggerate others. For example, the
forehead surface of a head model (Figure 1, center) appear disconnected, muscles of the neck seem overly exaggerated. A threshold texture is constructed to highlight
forehead bones, eyes, and lips (Figure 1, right).
In the rest of the section we present techniques for the
creation of threshold textures that can be used to convey surface roughness and to imitate line hatching. The
following considerations are important in the design of
threshold textures.
Threshold textures modify surface shading and may
significantly alter perception of an object shape. For ex-

Figure 2: Discrete color shading with a single threshold (top-left) is enhanced by texture mapping. One approach
is to use a texture as a bump map (top-center). When an unprocessed texture is used as thresholds its non-uniform
distribution of values may distort display of the surface shape (top-left). We apply clipped histogram equalization
algorithm (CLAHE) thus approximating uniform and homogeneous distribution of thresholds. The scale of texture
features is controlled by CLAHE window parameter w. Smaller w produce softer textures (w = 16 pixels, bottom-left;
w = 8 pixels bottom-right).
ample, the wrinkled paper texture distorts shading of the
patch hiding surface folds ((Figure 2, top-right). Thus,
texturing should approximate the overall shading of the
model. Previous research suggests the use of threshold
textures with uniform and homogeneous distribution of
values[29]. These properties enable similar discrete approximation of continuous shading values across a 3D
surface.
Artists vary surface details depending on surface scale,
orientation, distance from the viewer, etc. Thus, it is important to control the level of texture details. Moreover,
texture details should gradually evolve with changes in
the scene. We found that texture features “attach” to the
surface at multiple scales only if local minima and maxima points at lower resolution correspond to the minima
and maxima at the higher resolution level.
3.1 Surface texture
We use threshold texturing to convey roughness of a 3D
surface. Color texturing and bump mapping is traditionally used for this purpose. However, these methods may
be hard to control or not be suitable for rendering with a
limited set of colors (Figure 2).
We construct threshold textures from texture images using the adaptive histogram equalization algo-

rithm with clipping of values (CLAHE). Veryovka and
Buchanan[29] demonstrated that CLAHE processed images approximate uniform and homogeneous distribution
of threshold values. The level of texture detail is controlled by window size and clipping parameters of the
algorithm. When processed with a window w = 8 the
wrinkled paper texture produced softer shading (Figure
2, bottom row). However, static control of the details is
not sufficient for the use in animation. The same texture
will appear at different scales and orientations and has to
be controlled locally (Figure 3, right wall).
One approach is to compute threshold values dynamically and vary histogram equalization window according
to the surface normal and distance from the camera. In
this case histogram equalization will be recomputed for
every texture sample. We approximate dynamic computation of threshold values using a mip-map filtering approach. In a pre-process step, we construct the mip-map
texture pyramid and apply the CLAHE algorithm to every
level of the pyramid. The resulting rendering smoothly
adapts surface texturing depending on surface orientation
and scale (Figure 3, floor and left wall).
The smooth transition between texture scales is
achieved by tri-linear interpolating between pixel values

that procedural lines are generated by a function of the
v texture coordinate and therefore are parallel to the u
coordinate. We compute diadic texture scale using the
following equation:
s = log2

d
,
w

(5)

where d is the screen distance between u and u + 1 texture iso-lines, and w is the desired scale of the procedural
texture. Thus, the v texture coordinates are re-mapped as
follows:
v̄ = F rac(vbsc)
(6)

Figure 3: The mip-map filtering reduces the range of
threshold values resulting in reduced texture definition
(right wall). We apply CLAHE algorithm to every mipmap level to maintain sharp texturing across multiple
scales (floor and left wall).
of the closest two mip-map levels. The CLAHE algorithm ensures that dark pixels at one level are mapped to
the locally dark pixels at the other level.
Overall, our algorithm constructs threshold textures
with the necessary distribution of thresholds and gradually adapts to local texture scale. We believe that discrete
shading with image based threshold textures introduces
texturing effects and conveys shape and roughness of the
surface.
3.2 Line hatching
Line hatching is a widely used method of illustrating surface curvature. Hatching often appears in conjunction
with discrete color shading in printed images but is rare in
hand-drawn animation. Previous research[9] concludes
that the use of textures and line hatching aligned with surface curvature enhances perception of 3D shapes.
We generate procedural line textures and introduce
hatching effects of line drawing to digital animation.
A similar approach was suggested before[1], however,
the proposed textures did not satisfy threshold distribution properties necessary for uniform shading approximation. Procedural line textures with uniform and homogeneous value distribution were developed for comprehensive halftoning of rendered scenes by Veryovka and
Buchanan[30]. We extend this previous work to account
for multiple scales.
In order to guarantee the approximately constant size
of lines we re-map texture coordinates according to the
diadic scale of the projected texture[1]. Let us assume

Unfortunately, the use of the integer part of the
diadic scale bsc in coordinate re-mapping (Equation
6) introduces texture discontinuities. We achieve a
smooth transition between texture scales by accounting
for the fractional-part of the diadic scale F rac(s). Let
F (v, F rac(s)) be the multi-scale texture function, and
F (v, 0) = f (v) represents a texture at an integer diadic
scale bsc. Then, F (v, 1) denotes texture at the next scale
bsc + 1 and is constructed as follows:

F (2v, 0)
if v < 0.5
F (v, 1) =
(7)
F (2v − 1, 0) otherwise
We generate texture at the intermediate scale t =
F rac(s) as a linear combination of F (v, 0) and F (v, 1):
F (v, t) = (1 − t)F (v, 0) + tF (v, 1).

(8)

Similar to the previous research[30], a base function
f (v) = v is used. This function provides uniform distribution of values at all intermediate scales and its local
minima and maxima match at consecutive levels. Note,
that the sin(v) suggested in [1] does not satisfy this property. The multi-scale textures can be modified by a noise

Figure 4: Procedural line textures adapt to surface curvature and orientation. Composition of multiple line textures approximates various styles of cross-hatching.

Figure 5: The strength of threshold texturing effects (left) vary depending on surface orientation (center) and illumination (right).
function or composed together to approximate various
styles of line drawings: single line, cross-hatching, stippling (Figure 4).
4 Texture filtering
A thresholding process creates sharp discontinuities of
the shading intensities. If not accounted for properly
these discontinuities create strong aliasing artifacts. It
turns out that filtering threshold values does not eliminate
these artifacts. This is explained by the fact that smooth
variations in threshold texture do not prevent large shading variations.
The conventional approach is filtering the final result
with multiple samples per pixel. However, due to the
large number of shading discontinuities, a large number
of rays is needed making this approach very computationally expensive.
Durand et. al. [7] use “soft thresholding” to eliminate
sharp shading transitions. We found that soft thresholding can be used to modify the overall look of the shading
but is not sufficient for anti-aliasing in animation.
Our technique is similar to the percentage-closer
filtering[23] solution for antialiased shadow rendering
with depth maps. We threshold smooth diffuse and specular components with multiple texture samples. Thus, we
filter not the texture itself but the result of thresholding.
The sampling method depends on the texture used. Analytical filtering is possible for the procedural line textures.
In the case of image textures we compute a discrete shading value as a weighted sum of thresholding results with
threshold values from two levels of the mip-map pyramid. The resulting filtering combined with multiple rays
per pixel is sufficient for elimination of most aliasing artifacts for both procedural and image based textures.
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Implementation

The discrete shading with threshold texture mapping approach is implemented as a collection of shaders in the
Softimage/MentalRay environment.
Texture shaders compute a set of threshold values and
their filtering weights. An image texture shader applies
CLAHE algorithm and samples mip-map pyramid levels. A procedural line shader re-maps texture coordinates depending on the diadic scale and samples texture
in pseudo-random fashion.
A material shader computes soft illumination values
first and then thresholds them using texture samples.
Multiple samples are filtered according to their precomputed weights. We control the strength of texturing
effects by blending between the original and thresholded
illumination values. An artist can vary the amount of
blending depending on surface orientation and/or illumination level. For example, in Figure 5, the intensity of
hatching lines is reduced on the surfaces facing the camera (center). The lines disappear in darkest and brightest
areas of the model (right) when the intensity level control
is added.
An artist can vary textures for the display of the same
model. Wide cross hatching texture was used to display
general shading of a vase (Figure 6), while thin lines suggested specular highlights.
Our threshold texturing approach was combined with
a contour rendering software implemented in MentalRay
(Figure 7). The contours are computed through sampling
of geometry and are not affected by the discrete color
shading. The use of contours highlighted silhouette edges
of the model and complemented the cross-hatching texture (Figure 7).
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Discussion

The main advantage of the threshold texture mapping
approach is its ability to produce frame-coherent rendering in a variety of styles (Figure 6). Textures and
lines attach to 3D surfaces and gradually evolve with
changes in scale and orientation (Figure 7). Unlike previous techniques[13, 22], the texture display always remains sharp and is not blurred at intermediate mip-map
levels. The use of textures with a uniform and homogeneous distribution of values allows a fine control of
the overall shading of the model. The threshold texture
mapping algorithm can be combined with various illumination models [10, 25] and contour detection algorithms
[3, 18].
Our technique has a number of limitations. Unlike
tonal art maps [22] the same texture is used for various
shading intensities. Particle-based algorithms [17] separately place every brush stroke or a hatch line. We have
limited control over line placement through texture coordinates.
7

Conclusions

Artists often use a limited number of colors to represent
shading and texturing of surfaces. The main contribution
of this research is the threshold texture mapping technique that enables approximation of these artistic styles
in digital animation (Figure 6).
Our approach is based on the thresholding of a conventional illumination model. Unlike previous research,
threshold values are specified by a procedural or an
image-based texture. We found that uniform and homogeneous distribution of thresholds is necessary for a good
shading reproduction. Thus, image-based textures were
processed with the clipped adaptive histogram equalization algorithm (CLAHE). We modified the mip-map filtering to maintain uniform texture effects regardless of
surface orientation and scale. Similarly, procedural line
textures are constructed with the necessary distribution of
values. In order to maintain constant spacing between the
lines, our algorithm recomputes coordinates of procedural textures depending on surface position. The aliasing
artifacts were addressed by filtering shading values produced with multiple threshold samples.
The use of threshold texture mapping approach enhanced stylistic rendering in animation. Artists applied
image based textures to highlight important features and
to suggest surface roughness. Application of procedural textures approximated artistic hatching and helped to
convey surface curvature.
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Figure 6: Image-based and procedural textures modify shading suggesting surface materials (wood, brick, textile) or
traditional art media (brush strokes, pencil drawing).

Figure 7: Procedural line hatching is used to convey discontinuities of the hair surface. The spacing of hatching lines
adapts to orientation, scale, and deformation of the face model.

